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In the June issue of RxAdherence News, we provided our readers with an update on the public
awareness campaign that was being rolled out to select cities to promote medication adherence by Pharmacy Quality
the National Consumers League (NCL) and other committed partners. The goal of the campaign is Alliance, Inc. Use the
coupon code HCPC5
to raise awareness among consumers and their family caregivers about the importance of taking
medication as prescribed as a vital first step toward a longer, healthier life. Patient Adherence is at before February 15 and

medication as prescribed as a vital first step toward a longer, healthier life. Patient Adherence is at
the core of the HCPC’s mission, so we are proud to continue our efforts to promote this worthy
campaign and bring you news on its success. At RxAdherence2012, Larry Bostian, Vice
President, Development, National Consumers League, will be joining us at RxAdherence2012,
March 27, 2012, to give us an overview of the campaign which encourages patients and health care
professionals to better communicate about medication, and offers tools and resources to help
improve adherence. In the meantime, we would like to report on the current reach of the program.
Read More
Member News
Klöckner Pentaplast Breaks Ground For New Chinese Production Facility
The Klöckner Pentaplast Group announced today that it broke ground on January 18, 2012, for
construction of its first manufacturing facility in China. Located 80 km west of Shanghai in the
Suzhou Industrial Park in Suzhou, China, the new site will produce packaging films for the growing
domestic Chinese market. Read More
CSI Testing Certifies Perfecseal Medical Pouch Converting to Class 7 Cleanroom Standards
Perfecseal has certified its Oshkosh, WI sterile medical pouch and bag manufacturing facility to
ISO 14644-1 (1999) Class 7 cleanroom standards. Though already operating the facility at a Class 7
cleanroom standard since 1997, it did not seek certification until 2011. Read More
ANDERSON PACKAGING RECEIVES 2011 ILLINOIS PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE (IPLEx)
SILVER AWARD FOR PROGRESS TOWARD EXCELLENCE
Anderson Packaging, a business unit of AmerisourceBergen Consulting Group, today announced it
has received the Illinois Performance Excellence (IPLEx) Silver Award for "Progress Toward
Excellence" for demonstrating sound and notable continuous improvement processes. Read More

Tekni-Plex to Open New Global Technology Center
Tekni-Plex, Inc., a globally-integrated company that develops and manufactures innovative
packaging materials and precision-crafted tubing solutions, has announced the opening of its new
Global Technology Center. Located in Holland, Ohio, the facility will help maximize and expedite the
company's product development on behalf of its healthcare, food and beverage, consumer and
specialty products markets around the world. Read More
Tekni-Plex / PurePlast Announces Commercial Availability of ALU-LOOKTM Blister Films
Low-Cost, High-Speed Packaging Option Enters Market
Tekni-Plex, a globally-integrated company that develops and manufactures innovative packaging
materials and precision-crafted tubing solutions, has announced the full commercial availability of
ALU-LOOKTM blister films for pharmaceutical and nutraceutical applications. A product fully
developed by Tekni-Plex, ALU-LOOKTM (Aluminum Look) blister films represent a versatile, highspeed packaging option for healthcare industry customers when compared to other options such as
cold-form foil and aluminum strip packaging. Read More
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Reed-Lane introduces new Wrapade V-618 vertical pouch machine.
Reed-Lane is introducing the new Wrapade V-618 vertical pouch machine. The machine is designed
to meet the needs of the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical markets with high performance and
flexibility for four-sided seal pouches. Reed-Lanes' Wrapade pouching machine provides costeffective pouching for large runs of solid dose products, including tablets, capsules and liquid gels. It
will handle a variety of pouch materials and will produce a CR notch, laser print lot, and expiry
information. Read More
Uhlmann’s New Bottle Packaging Center Model IBC-120
Uhlmann, the worldwide leader in pharmaceutical packaging, offers the modular Integrated Bottle
Packaging Center (IBC) 120 for all solid dose products. With no micro-stops, no ramp-up time and
the ability to quickly complete changeovers, the IBC-120 reliably packages diverse small- to
medium-sized batches at a rate of up to 150 bottles, or 24,000 tablets or capsules, per minute.
Read More
Uhlmann Packaging Systems Appoints Robert Pollick as Product Manager for Bottle
Packaging Systems
Uhlmann, the worldwide leader in pharmaceutical packaging, has hired industry veteran Robert
Pollick as Product Manager, Bottle Packaging Systems. In this role, Pollick is responsible for
creating and growing awareness and demand for Uhlmann’s acclaimed lines of bottle packaging
machinery. Read More
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